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Activity growth weakest since November 2017
KEY FINDINGS
Business activity growth slows for third successive
month
Input cost inflation at four-month high
Weakest rise in backlogs since September 2016

Services Business Activity Index
sa, >50 = growth since previous month
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Activity growth among Irish service providers slowed in
December for the third consecutive month and was the
weakest since November 2017. The rate of expansion in
new orders ticked up, however, and was sharp. Input cost
inflation quickened to the fastest in four months, driven by
rises in fuel, utility and insurance bills and higher staff costs.
In contrast, the rate of charge inflation softened at the end
of 2018.

increased further in December. However, the rate of backlog
accummulation weakened to its slowest in 27 months as the
sharp increase in headcounts enabled firms to make some
headway through their work-in-hand.

The headline seasonally adjusted Business Activity Index
posted 56.3 in December, down from 57.1 in November
and the lowest reading since November 2017. Despite this,
activity growth among Irish service providers remained solid
and was faster than the series average. At the sector level,
Technology, Media & Telecoms (TMT) companies registered
the fastest rise in business activity.

Selling price inflation moderated from November's threeyear high but still rose at a marked rate amid efforts to pass
on higher cost burdens to customers.

Contrary to the weaker expansion in business activity,
new order growth among service providers quickened
in December, as panellists indicated that they had seen
greater customer interest in their services. As with output,
TMT companies posted the sharpest rise of all monitored
sectors. New export business also expanded at a faster pace
in December as firms saw an overall pick-up of international
demand, especially from the UK.
On the employment front, Irish service providers continued
to create jobs at a sharp rate. The latest rise in employment
was at the same pace as that seen in November. All four
sectors saw staffing levels increase, led by TMT.
The level of outstanding business among service providers
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Input cost inflation quickened to a four-month high in
December, as service providers grappled with rises in fuel,
utility and insurance bills. Higher staff costs were also
reported.

Finally, Irish service providers were optimistic that business
activity will increase over the coming 12 months, with around
42% of panellists predicting a rise in activity over the coming
year. Expectations of greater customer orders, a recovery in
the domestic economy and increased business from abroad
were cited as reasons to be optimistic.
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Output growth eases to
slowest since March

COMMENT
Commenting on the PMI data, Amritpal Virdee,
Economist at IHS Markit said:
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Source: IHS Markit

Composite PMI indices are weighted averages of comparable
manufacturing and services PMI indices. Weights reflect
the relative size of the manufacturing and service sectors
according to official GDP data.
The Ireland Composite Output Index is a weighted average
of the Ireland Manufacturing Output Index and the Ireland
Services Business Activity Index. The Composite Output
Index posted 55.5 in December, down from 56.6 in November
but sill indicative of a solid rise in Irish private sector business
activity.
Underpinning this were slower rises in both manufacturing
output and services activity in December, with services
outpacing manufacturing for the fourth month running. At
the composite level, output growth eased to the slowest
since March.
Mirroring output, new order growth slowed in December.
Service sector sales growth quickened slightly whilst
manufacturing order book volumes increased at their
slowest pace since April. Work outstanding in the Irish private
sector grew at its weakest rate in 27 months.
Job creation among manufacturers eased slightly, with
service providers maintaining the same pace of payroll
expansion as in November. As such, composite workforce
expansion eased to its slowest in seven months.
Rates of both input cost and output charge inflation weakened
in December, with cost burdens rising at the slowest pace in
nine months. Selling price inflation moderated to a 25-month
low, driven by no change in manufacturing charges.
Irish companies were optimistic that there would be an
increase in output over the coming 12 months, with positive
sentiment rising to a three-month high.
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“Continuing the trend of softer growth of
the past few months, Ireland's service sector
expanded at a weaker pace in December.
In contrast, new order growth quickened
and the underlying picture remained solid.
Irish private sector growth was marked in
December, despite easing from last month.
As such, the PMI data suggests a solid rate of
growth in the Irish economy as we enter 2019,
though at a slower pace than seen earlier in
2018."
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About IHS Markit

IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the
major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation
information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their
operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS
Markit has more than 50,000 business and government customers, including 80 percent of the Fortune
Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions.
IHS Markit is a registered trademark of IHS Markit Ltd. and/or its affiliates. All other company and product
names may be trademarks of their respective owners © 2019 IHS Markit Ltd. All rights reserved.
If you prefer not to receive news releases from IHS Markit, please email joanna.vickers@ihsmarkit.com.
To read our privacy policy, click here.

About PMI

Purchasing Managers’ Index® (PMI®) surveys are now available for over 40 countries and also for key
regions including the eurozone. They are the most closely watched business surveys in the world,
favoured by central banks, financial markets and business decision makers for their ability to provide upto-date, accurate and often unique monthly indicators of economic trends. To learn more go to ihsmarkit.
com/products/pmi.html.
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The intellectual property rights to the data provided herein are owned by or licensed to IHS Markit. Any unauthorised use, including but not limited to copying, distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing
is not permitted without IHS Markit’s prior consent. IHS Markit shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or
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